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Abstract. Answer set programming (ASP) is a declarative program-
ming paradigm that is geared towards difficult combinatorial search
problems. Sometimes, run times of ASP systems suffer due to so called
grounding bottleneck. Lazy grounding solvers aim to mitigate this issue.
In this paper we describe a new lazy grounding solver called Dual-
Grounder. The DualGrounder system leverages multi-shot capabil-
ities of the advanced ASP platform clingo. This paper also includes
experimental data to explore the performance of DualGrounder com-
pared to similar ASP grounding and solving systems.
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1 Introduction

Answer Set Programming (ASP) [3] is a prominent declarative programming
paradigm that aims to solve difficult search problems by describing problem’s
specifications by means of a logic program and solving the resulting program. The
process of solving ASP programs – logic programs under answer set semantics
– typically involves two stages depicted in Figure 1. To describe these stages
let us recall that a logic program consists of rules. When a program contains
variables we call it a non-ground program, and ground otherwise. During the
first stage of program’s processing each rule of a logic program is converted into
respective ground rules (rules without variables) in a process called grounding.
This process involves substituting variables with all possible constant values
that variables of given rules could have. The second stage is concerned with the
search of so called answer sets (sets of ground atoms representing solutions) of
the constructed ground program. The basic way of performing this process is to
(i) utilize a grounder, for instance, the gringo system [10] to ground an ASP
program, and then (ii) pipe the output to a solving system such as clasp [11]
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Fig. 1. Typical ASP system architecture.
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or wasp [2]. However, grounding some programs may prove to be a bottleneck
in applying ASP technology. Converting a rule with variables into rules with
respective constants may require, in the worst case scenario, a substitution of
every possible combination of program’s constants into the rule. “Lazy ASP”
methods such as implemented in systems asperix [12], gasp [7], and omiga
[8] combat this issue by altering the typical ground-solve architecture of ASP
systems described here. Lazy ASP architectures delay grounding of some parts of
a program until it is determined to be necessary. At times grounding these parts
is never necessary. In this work, we design a lazy ASP architecture and implement
it within system DualGrounder, or DG, for short. It’s a close relative of the
wasp-based lazy ASP systems proposed and advocated in [5, 6]. The novelty
of the DG tool is its reliance on the clingo multi-shot framework [9]. This
way in place of implementing in house procedures for grounding and solving in
various stages of lazy approach we rely on existing instances of gringo and
clasp withing the clingo multi-shot architecture. Here we describe the exact
architecture of the DG system and provide the experimental analysis of the
approach comparing it to its close relatives.

2 Preliminaries

A logic/ASP program is a finite set of rules of the form

h1 | · · · | hn ← a1, . . . al, not al+1, . . . , not am, (1)

where m,n ≥ 0, hi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and a1, ...am are atoms. Expressions to the
left hand side of an arrow and the right hand side of an arrow are called head
and body of a rule, respectively. An atom, literal, or rule is ground if it has no
variables within terms occurring in it. We call a rule a fact if its body is empty
(m = 0). A rule is a constraint if its head is empty (n = 0); in this case we can
identify it with the symbol ⊥. We say that a rule is disjunctive if its head has
multiple atoms (n > 1). Intuitively, constraints are meant to capture a condition
– by means of a set of literals – that should not take place in a valid solution
to the problem. We assume that a reader is familiar with the definition of an
answer set of a (ground) logic program and refer to the paper by Lifschitz et
al. [13] for details. One crucial result that constitutes a theoretical basis for this
work is the following theorem by Lifschitz et al. [13]:

Theorem 1 (Theorem on Constraints). For a ground program P and a
set C of constraints so that C ⊆ P , a set X of atoms is an answer set of P iff X
is an answer set of program P \ C and X satisfies every constraint in C.

It tells us that when a program contains constraints we may split a task of com-
puting its answer sets into two subtasks. In the first subtask, we are concerned
with finding answer sets of a program resulting from the original program some
of whose constraints are removed. In the second subtask, we are concerned with
checking that these constraints are satisfied. Grounding a logic program with
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variables replaces each rule with all its instances obtained by substituting the
object constants occurring in the program, for all variables. For a program P ,
by ground(P ) we denote the result of its grounding. Answer sets of a logic pro-
gram P with variables are the answer sets of ground program ground(P ). It is
easy to see how the theorem on constraints generalizes to the case of programs
with variables.

In the introduction we presented a common architecture for processing logic
programs. Yet, modern answer set solvers are complex software systems that
are designed to accommodate a number of potential uses that go beyond their
typical utilization. For example, such answer set solvers as clasp and wasp
allow for something that we will denote incremental solving. Incremental ASP-
solving allows the user to solve several ground logic programs P1, P2, . . . , Pn

one after another (possibly in an ”online” mode when an instance of a solver is
never terminated but rather is put ”on-hold” while preserving its internal search
state), if Pi+1 results from Pi by adding ground constraints. In this case the
search for a solution to Pi+1 may benefit from the knowledge obtained during
solving P1, . . . , Pi sequence.

3 System DG

Lazy Instantiation by Cuteri et al. [5, 6] Here we review a lazy instantiation
method for finding answer sets of a program, studied by Cuteri et al. [5]. The
method separates a program P into a program composed of a predetermined
subset of its constraints C, and a program composed of the remaining rules
Pnc = P \ C. Program Pnc is processed using the typical ground and solve pro-
cess depicted in Figure 1, except on the onset of solving an instance of an ASP
solver capable of incremental solving is considered. As a result an answer set M
of Pnc is computed. This answer set M is then checked against the constraints
in C. If all of the ground instances of the constraints in C are satisfied by M ,
then M is returned by the method as an answer set of P . Otherwise, ground
instances of constraints that are violated by the candidate model are provided to
an incremental ASP solver to proceed with the search. The process is repeated
up to the point when we are able to either claim that a found M is indeed an
answer set of P or establish that P has no answer sets. It is easy to see that
at any point of computation an incremental solver is dealing with some subset
of ground(P ). There are two interesting peculiarities of the approach studied
by Cuteri et al. [5]. First, the process of checking current answer set M of some
subset of ground(P ) against the appropriate set of constraints stemming from C
is a custom program produced automatically for each unique problem. In par-
ticular, the authors illustrated the case study on three benchmarks. The authors
implemented such a check individually for each benchmark via a specialized
propagator interface provided by such answer set solvers as clasp and wasp.
Second, the process of computing ground instances of constraints at hand to
extend incrementally solved program was once more implemented by a custom
program designed for each problem. Cuteri et al. [5] demonstrated positive results
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for their case study. Cuteri et al. [6] make the approach described above prob-
lem/benchmark independent. They developed an answer set solver based on lazy
instantiation method described here that is problem agnostic. In other words,
their method is able to utilize constraints of C to implement ”a propagator”
and then ”a grounder” for these constraints to communicate with an incremen-
tal solver at hand. C++ is used to implement procedures of above mentioned
propagator and grounder based on the information provided by constraints in C.

DG specifics The DG system mimics the efforts by Cuteri et al. [6]. The
key difference in our undertaking is the utilization of the available off the shelf
tools for the task of grounding (in particular, gringo) rather than implement-
ing a custom solution for this purpose. Implementation of system DG relies
on the clingo multi-shot framework [9] in a way that the key computational
tasks are executed by instances of grounding and solving routines available via
this framework. Thus, the role of DG is to orchestrate these routines. First,
system DG separates given program P into two parts: a program composed
of a specified subset of its constraints C, and a program composed of the re-
maining rules Pnc = P \ C. Second, system DG rewrites constraints in C pro-
cedurally. We use an example to illustrate this rewriting. Assume a sample con-
straint :- p1(X), p2(Y), not p3(X,Y). Rule p1’1 p2’2 not’p3’12’(X,Y):-

p1(X), p2(Y), not p3(X,Y). is used in place of this constraint. Constraints
in C rewritten in this way result in program C ′. Third, DG orchestrates the
back-and-forth communication of two major subroutines that we call main-gs
and aux-g (program C ′ plays a crucial role in the workings of the aux-g com-
ponent).

main-gs: A grounder-solver pair main-gs is responsible for incremental solv-
ing procedure of DG. It is first applied to Pnc to compute one answer set M ;
this answer set is then used within the second subroutine aux-g to either (i) es-
tablish that this set M of atoms is indeed an answer set of P or (ii) compute
ground constraints due to C that are violated by M ; these constraints are then
added incrementally to the logic program of main-gs and a solver of main-gs
is instructed to find a new answer set to repeat the described process.

aux-g: The aux-g routine is responsible for supplying ground instances of
constraints in C violated by the “candidate” answer set M given by main-
gs. Each time aux-g subroutine is called it uses a new instance of a grounder
gringo supplying it with a new program to ground. Component aux-g calls
grounder gringo on program C ′∪M (here we identify set M of atoms with the
set of facts constructed from its elements). Due to the inner workings of gringo
and structure of program C ′ ∪M , gringo’s output consists of M together with
the facts such as p1’1 p2’2 not’p3’12’(4,5) (following our earlier example).
Facts of the form p1’1 p2’2 not’p3’12’(4,5) are translated procedurally by
system DG into constraints of the form :- p1(4), p2(5), not p3(4,5). Such
constraints are added incrementally to the main-gs grounder-solver pair of DG.
If given some candidate answer set M , gringo invoked on C ′ ∪M returns M
itself, the DG system returns M to the user as it is indeed the answer set to the
given program P as no constraints in C are violated.
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4 Experimental Evaluation

Our experiments were run on a Linux machine, where each instance’s runtime
was limited to 10 minutes and given 16GB of memory to work with. The bench-
mark called Packing was given an extended 30 minute cutoff. Table 1 summarizes
the outcomes of our experimental analysis. The dualgrounder implementation
used for the experiments can be found at https://www.unomaha.edu/college-of-
information-science-and-technology/natural-language-processing-and-knowledge-
representation-lab/software/dualgrunder.php. We now provide the details on con-
sidered systems and benchmarks. In parenthesis we give abbreviations used in
Table 1. We tested two variants of DG, one with default clingo settings (DG-
Clingo) and another with settings/flags that emulate the heuristics of the wasp
solver (DG-Wasp) This was done to enable better comparison with other sys-
tems used in our experiments. We provide run times of systems clingo, wasp,
clingo with a lazy propagator (Clingo-Lazy) [5], wasp with a lazy propaga-
tor (Wasp-Lazy) [5], and the partial compilation system (Partial-Comp) [6]. We
used three benchmarks to assess performance of the DG system: Stable Mar-
riage, Natural Language Understanding, and Packing. These benchmarks come
from the experimental analysis by Cuteri et al. [5, 6]. We refer the reader to these
papers for exhaustive details about these benchmarks; the constraints selected
for lazy grounding mirror those chosen in these papers. Here we only include few
remarks on these problems.

Stable Marriage (SM). Our experiments utilize the 2013 encoding of Stable Mar-
riage from the fourth ASP competition [1]. The lazily grounded constraint for
SM checks to see if a couple would rather be with someone else than each other:

:- match(M,W1), manAssignsScore(M,W,Smw), W1 != W, , Smw > Smw1,

manAssignsScore(M,W1,Smw1) match(M1,W),Swm >= Swm1,

womanAssignsScore(W,M,Swm), womanAssignsScore(W,M1,Swm1).

Natural Language Understanding (NLU). First introduced by Schüller [14], the
NLU benchmark determines the solution to first order horn clause abduction
problems under a variety of cost functions. These cost functions are the cardi-
nality minimality (card), cohesion (coh), and weight abduction (wa) functions.
The lazily grounded constraint for these problems ensures transitivity between
equation atoms: :- eq(A,B), eq(B,C), not eq(A,C).

Packing. The third benchmark in the DG experiments is the packing problem,
in which the goal of the problem is to pack a number of different squares into
a rectangular area such that none of their areas overlap. This problem is the
same as the packing problem in the third ASP competition [4]. The constraints
that check for overlap between each defined square and those that check square
positions are difficult to ground, so they are lazily evaluated:

:- pos(I,X,Y), pos(I,X1,Y1), X1 != X.

:- pos(I,X,Y), pos(I,X1,Y1), Y1 != Y.

:- pos(I1,X1,Y1), square(I1,D1), pos(I2,X2,Y2), square(I2,D2),

I1!=I2, W1=X1+D1, H1=Y1+D1, X2>=X1, X2<W1, Y2>=Y1, Y2<H1.
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Table 1. Experimental test results; the average execution time is displayed along with
the number of timed out instances for each system and benchmark.

SM(210) card(50) coh(50) wa(50) Packing(50)

Clingo 229.307 (26) 74.613 (5) 67.303 (7) 78.069 (7) 1521.853 (49)

Clingo-Lazy 142.992 (91) 5.761 (0) 6.211 (0) 6.472 (0) 556.457 (31)

DG-Clingo 93.168 (80) 2.197 (0) 2.718 (0) 3.193 (0) 415.834 (38)

DG-Wasp 94.814 (116) 2.374 (0) 2.598 (0) 2.785 (0) 417.251 (38)

Wasp 186.613 (55) 111.309 (3) 112.397 (3) 135.637 (2) 1550.349 (46)

Partial-Comp 27.613 (64) 5.049 (0) 15.311 (2) 51.757 (1) 447.513 (28)

Wasp-Lazy 11.606 (68) 3.078 (0) 23.292 (1) 37.657 (1) 306.962 (38)

Results Discussion. The goal of our experimentation was to evaluate the per-
formance of the DG system. Table 1 presents the experimental outcomes. The
number following the benchmark names is the total number of the instances
considered. The numbers in columns are average run times of the systems on
instances that did not timeout. The number in parenthesis specifies number of
timed out instances.

For the NLU tests (columns card, coh, wa), DG tends to perform slightly
better than other lazy grounding systems, while systems that did not utilize lazy
grounding fell behind by a large margin. The NLU benchmark seems to benefit
greatly from the removal of its “problem” rules. DG’s slightly higher performance
when compared to other lazy grounding systems seems to mostly stem from the
lack of overhead in DG when a solution is produced on the first cycle; if a solution
is found, no constraints are constructed and the program ends. In contrast to
the NLU benchmark, DG’s performance on the Stable Marriage and Packing
benchmarks drops significantly compared to the other tested systems, especially
on SM. We believe this is due to the string processing done by the system during
constraint construction, and by the increased overhead caused by using Python
over the C++ code used by, for example, the Part-Comp approach. For Stable
Marriage, this is compounded by the fact that the problem is not a good fit
for the lazy grounding approach, as all of the lazy grounding systems hit slower
execution times than the base clingo or wasp systems. The Packing problem
presents a problem that is very difficult for both the base systems and the lazy
grounding systems; none of the tested systems were able to solve all of the
tested instances. The performance of DG seems comparable to that of its lazy
grounding peers that overall outperform clingo and wasp.

Conclusions and Acknowledgements We trust that the DG system is a valu-
able representative among the class of lazy grounding systems. We also see its
great value in showcasing how clingo multi-shot framework can be used in ap-
parently “unintended” and meaningful ways. The work was partially supported
by NSF grant 1707371.
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